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Abstract

Flow passing a heated square cylinder is investigated using a hybrid LES-RANS approach on unstructured

grids at a moderate Reynolds number of 22, 050. The implicit SGS is applied for LES and two turbulence

models are tested for near-wall RANS: the Spalart-Allmaras model and the SST k-ω model. Both models

combined with the LES present good predictions of the time- and phase-averaged velocity profiles on a

4-million-cell grid. Results of the LES-SST approach agree better with the experimental data especially

at locations close to the cylinder surface and this leads to improved surface convective heat transfer

compared to LES-SA. Grid convergence study shows that grid resolution in the near-wall region and

on the cylinder surfaces is important in resolving the unsteady convective heat transfer. Results of

velocity field and surface heat transfer from the fine grid with 8 million cells compare favourably with

the experimental data and show significant improvement over that of the medium and coarse grids.

Analysis of turbulent statistics is performed by means of energy spectra and anisotropy invariants of the

Reynolds stress tensor. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is used to identify the vortex shedding

phases. It is shown that the POD based phase-averaging produces more accurate velocity profiles than

the conventional pressure-signal based method.

Keywords: hybrid LES-RANS, unsteady heat transfer, proper orthogonal decomposition, energy

spectrum, Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor

1. Introduction

Accurate prediction of unsteady flows and the associated convective heat transfer are keys for design

and optimization of industrial configurations. For applications such as gas turbine engine combustors

and turbines, the flow field is highly unsteady due to the shear layer, flow separation & reattachment

and oscillating wakes. These turbulent features not only are important for aerodynamic performance,5

but also greatly affect the convective heat transfer on solid surfaces. Therefore it is essential to have

accurate prediction of both the flow field and the surface heat transfer for the purpose of evaluating and

improving the performance of such components.

Experiments have been contributing to the understanding of turbulent flows and heat transfer for

centuries. However, 3D structures of the flow field and surface heat transfer in some cases are difficult to10

access. It is also costly to set up experiments for applications such as jet engines. Hence, computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) tools are now widely used for research, design and optimization of industrial

applications. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) are the most widely used CFD tool

due to its ability to provide good quality time-mean flow field and predictions on global quantities.
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However, it has been suggested not suitable for the reproduction of 3D turbulent structures. For instance,15

the studies of Bosch and Rodi [1, 2] indicated that unsteady RANS failed to reproduce details of the

3D turbulent structures in flow passing a square cylinder although the Strouhal number, lift and drag

coefficient were well-predicted. Its performance in estimating the surface heat transfer was far from

satisfactory due to the missing details of vortices close to the cylinder surfaces. Large-eddy simulation

(LES) has been receiving increasing attention in the study of highly unsteady flows in recent decades20

because of its ability in resolving the unsteady vortices. Studies of Rodi et al. [3] and Wiesche [4]

shown that the 3D turbulent structures near the cylinder surfaces and in the wake can be accurately

captured using LES on structured grids. It was also shown by Boileau et al. [5] that the convective

heat flux on surfaces of a heated square cylinder in cross flow can be accurately predicted using a fully

wall resolved LES on a 12.5-million-cell unstructured grid with the use of an explicit subgrid-scale (SGS)25

model. It is worth noting that the grid points required for fully wall-resolved LES in the near-wall

region is proportional to Re2, nearly as many as for direct numerical simulation (DNS). This makes the

wall-resolved LES very expensive, especially for high Reynolds number. On the contrary, using a wall

function to model the near-wall effects is significantly cheaper. But Boileau et al. [5] found out that the

wall-function LES failed to produce acceptable prediction for surface heat transfer.30

In recent years, more attention has been paid combining RANS and LES together. Spalart et al.

[6] first proposed the concept of detached eddy simulation (DES) to study massively separated flows.

The DES attempts to combine the advantages of LES in resolving vortices away from the wall with

well-developed RANS models in the near-wall region to reduce computational expenses. A number of

successful studies using DES have been carried out since then [7, 8, 9]. In particular, Barone & Roy [10]35

successfully applied DES in the study of the turbulent wake of a square cylinder with structured grids.

In all the studies above, the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model is adopted and promising results

are obtained. However, the RANS/LES interface is strongly dependent of the grid spacing near the wall.

In the present study, we focus on a hybrid LES-RANS approach for unstructured grids based on wall

proximity. The RANS/LES interface is hence determined in the boundary layer at a given dimensionless40

wall distance (y`). Davison and Peng [11] were the first to explore this approach. In their study, the

k-l SGS model is used with a k-ω near-wall RANS approach. Encouraging results were obtained for a

fully developed channel flow and a hill flow. Attempts to reduce the model complexity by using only the

k-l based model for the whole domain are performed by Tucker and Davison [12] for channel flows and

Tucker [13] for jet flows and noise. This hybrid LES-RANS has also been successfully applied to noise45

prediction of chevron jet flows [14, 15] using implicit LES combined with the near-wall SA RANS model.

In the present study, the hybrid LES-RANS approach is adopted and two RANS models are tested for

the near-wall region: the one-equation SA model and two-equation SST k-ω model. The RANS and

LES regions are blended based on a modified wall distance rd using a smooth analytic function. Grid

convergence studies have been performed on different near-wall resolutions.50

In the sections below, details of the hybrid LES-RANS solver are explained first. Configuration of

the present study is introduced in section 3 with detailed flow conditions, the meshing strategy and

reference experiments for validation. Section 4 presents the analysis of results, which is divided into 4
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parts. The first part presents the comparison and analysis of the time-averaged and fluctuating velocity

and surface heat transfer results. The second part illustrates the phase-averaged velocity and surface55

heat transfer profiles and evaluation of their fluctuation. Analysis is carried out to associate the phase-

variation of local surface heat transfer results with the vortex shedding phenomenon. The third part

provides the analysis of turbulent statistics in regions of interest with the help of the energy spectra

and the anisotropic invariants map (AIM) of the Reynolds stress tensor. The last part illustrates an

improved phase identification of the vortex shedding using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD).60

2. Numerical method

The Favre-averaged compressible Navier-Stokes equations for ideal gas are solved in conservation

form,

BQ
Bt ` BFinv

i

Bxi

´ BFvis

i

Bxi

“ 0 (1)

The conservative variables are Q “ rρ, ρrui, rEsT , the inviscid and viscous fluxes are defined as F
inv

i “
ruiQ ` r0, δ1ip, δ2ip, δ3ip, ruipsT and F

vis

i “ r0, rτ1i, rτ2i, rτ3i, rτkiruk ` rqisT . The stress tensor rτij , total energy
rE and heat flux rqj satisfies,

rτij “ 2pµ ` µT q
ˆ

rSij ´ 1

3
Bkrukδij

˙
, rE “ ρre ` 1

2
ρruirui, rqi “ ´pκ ` κT q B rT

Bxi

(2)

where the turbulent thermal conductivity is computed from κT “ µT cp{PrT . An extra equation of state

p “ ρR rT is also included.

2.1. Near-wall modelling

In the one-equation SA model [16], the turbulent eddy viscosity is defined as µT “ ρrνfν1, where rν
satisfies the transport equation,

Brν
Bt ` rui

Brν
Bxi

“ cb1 rSrν ´ cw1fw

ˆ
rν
d

˙2

` 1

δ
r∇ ¨ ppν ` rνq∇rνq ` cb2p∇rνq2s (3)

where fν1, cb1, cb2, cw1, fw are coefficients and functions following the original definition of Ref. [16].65

The SST k-ω model is also tested as the near-wall model. The turbulent eddy viscosity µT reads,

µT “ ρα1k

max pα1ω,ΩF2q (4)

in which the turbulent kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate ω satisfy two transport equations,

Bk
Bt ` Bruik

Bxi

“ rPk ´ k3{2

LT

` B
Bxi

„
pν ` σkνT q Bk

Bxi


(5)

Bω
Bt ` Bruiω

Bxi

“
ˆ
α

νt

˙
rPk ´ βω2 ` B

Bxi

„
pν ` σωνT q Bω

Bxi


` 2p1 ´ F1qσω2

ω

Bk
Bxi

Bω
Bxi

(6)

where LT “
?
k{β˚ω is the turbulent length scale, all coefficients and functions such as rPk, Ω, F1, F2,

α, α1, β, β
˚, σk, σω, σω2

follow the definition of Ref. [17].

The SST k-ω model is well-known for combining the accuracy of Wilcox’s k-ω model in resolving

the near wall boundary layer and the low free-stream sensitivity of the Jones-Launder k-ε model. Addi-

tionally, Bradshaw’s assumption of the principal shear-stress is considered for extra ability to solve flows70

with adverse pressure gradients [18].
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2.2. LES-RANS hybridization

The RANS and LES regions are blended by a modification of the nearest wall distance d in the SA

model and turbulent length scale LT in the SST model. In the present study, the modified wall distance

rd is defined as,

rd “
„
1 ´ tanh

ˆ
a1

d ´ dc

dc

˙
d

2
(7)

where a1 is the parameter to control the decay rate of rd in the mixed zone, dc is the RANS cut-off

distance typically at y` „ 60. As Figure 1 shows, the RANS and LES regions are defined based on the

modified wall distance rd. It controls the RANS model, so that the turbulent eddy viscosity vanishes in75

the LES region. In addition, ε “ tanh
”
a2pd ´ rdq

ı
is a weighting parameter for LES if an explicit SGS

model is used and the parameter a2 controls the growth of ε in the mixed zone. A smooth transition in

the eddy viscosity field is therefore obtained and helps maintain good numerical stability. An example

of the turbulent viscosity profile from the near-wall RANS above the cylinder top surface is presented

in Figure 2. No explicit SGS model is used (ε “ 0) in the present study, which is often referred to as80

implicit or numerical LES.
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Figure 1: Blending of RANS and LES regions.
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Figure 2: Turbulent viscosity of near-wall RANS model above the cylinder top surface.
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2.3. Spatial and temporal discretization

Viscous terms are discretized using the central differencing scheme while a MUSCL reconstruction

with a modified Roe’s scheme is used for inviscid fluxes at the common face of two neighbour cells,

F “ 1

2
pFL ` FRq ´ γ

2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ BF
BQ

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ pQR ´ QLq (8)

where the up-winding term is controlled by parameter γ P r0.1, 1s, Q and F are the conservative and

flux vectors. Subscripts L and R represent the immediate left and right position of the common flux

face, where piecewise linear reconstructions are performed from cell centres to give a second-order spatial85

accuracy. Moreover, the dual-time advancing is employed with the outer physical time discretized by a

three-level backward Euler scheme, thus leading to a second-order temporal accuracy. The inner pseudo

time is advanced by a three-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. As the outer time is discretized implicitly, it

allows larger physical time steps to increase the efficiency compared with explicit time marching [19].

3. Configuration90

3.1. Geometry and physical conditions

In the present study, the diameter (side length) of the cylinder is set as D “ 1 cm. The corresponding

Reynolds number is ReD “ 22, 050. The computational domain is 14 D in height, 27 D in length and 4 D

in span, which maintains the same blockage ratio as the experiment of Lyn & Rodi [20]. The conditions of

inflow are set to p8 “ 101, 325 Pa, T8 “ 300 K and M8 “ 0.108. The top, bottom and side surfaces of95

the flow domain are treated as slip walls, while a no-slip and isothermal wall boundary of Twall “ 330 K

is applied to the cylinder surfaces. The temperature difference between the wall and the free-stream

induces a variation of fluid properties in the near-wall boundary layer. Therefore, the Reynolds number

of the present study is calculated based on a film temperature of Tf “ 1

2
pT8 ` Twallq “ 315 K.
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3.2. Meshing strategy100

(a) Cut-away view of the volume cells.

(b) An enlarged view of the near-wall cells and prism layers.

Figure 3: The 4-million-cell unstructured grid.
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Figure 4: Time-averaged wall y` profile.

An unstructured grid of about 4 million cells is shown in Fig. 3. The near wall region, near and far

wake downstream the cylinder are refined to better resolve the flow separation & reattachment near the

cylinder surfaces and the vortex shedding in the wake. Fig. 3b illustrates the near-wall prismatic cells in

an enlarged view. The first cell height of the prism layers is set to 10´4 D and the corresponding ∆y`
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value on cylinder surfaces is plotted in Fig. 4. The near-wall resolution is limited to ∆y` ! 1.0 by the105

current first cell height, while ∆x` « 2.7 and ∆z` « 4.7 for the surface cells. The effect of the wall is

fully resolved by the near-wall models without the use of a wall function under current ∆y`.

A reduced grid resolution on cylinder surfaces and in the near-wall region is applied to generate a

coarser grid with roughly 1 million cells, whereas increased grid resolution is applied to the same regions

for a finer grid with over 8 million cells. The surface grid spacing near the 4 corners is reduced in the110

8-million-cell grid in order to capture the flow crossing the corners more accurately. The first cell height

and the total height of the prism layers are kept the same in the 3 grids. Grid convergence study is

performed on the 1-million-cell, 4-million-cell and 8-million-cell grids by validating the velocity field and

surface heat transfer results. A summarise of the cases being discussed in the present study is presented

in Table 1, in which Ncell is the total cell number, Nprism the total number of the prism layers, λprism115

the prism layer growth rate, ∆t the time step size and Ttotal the total physical time. The convective

time is defined as t˚ “ D{U8.

Table 1: Simulations of the present study.

Case SGS model Near wall RANS Ncell Nprism λprism t˚{∆t Ttotal{t˚

1Mkω Implicit SST k-ω 1,110,195 28 1.2 2000 110

4MSA Implicit SA 4,462,916 27 1.2 2000 110

4Mkω Implicit SST k-ω 4,462,916 27 1.2 2000 110

8Mkω Implicit SST k-ω 8,806,698 28 1.16 2000 110

3.3. Reference experiments and data processing method

Several experimental studies are selected for the validation of flow field and surface heat transfer

results. Lyn and Rodi [20] and Lyn et al. [21] investigate the velocity field near the cylinder top surface120

and in the wake using laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). Both time- and phase-averaged velocities and

their fluctuations are provided. Fohanno & Martinuzzi [22] also show some velocity data measured by

phase Doppler anemometry (PDA). Results of the pressure coefficient on cylinder surfaces are obtained

from Igarashi [23] at Re “ 37, 000 and Bearman & Obasaju [24] at Re “ 20, 000. The global Strouhal

number is available from Lyn et al. [21] and Bearman & Obasaju [24] as a reference of the vortex shedding125

frequency. According to Lyn et al. [21], this frequency is obtained from the fast Fourier transform (FFT)

of the pressure signal taken from the centreline of the cylinder top surface. The signal is also used for

phase identification of the vortex shedding.

The instantaneous flow variable fpx, tq can be decomposed into a time-averaged component and a

fluctuating component, or a phase-averaged component and a fluctuating component,

fpx, tq “ fpxq ` f 1px, tq “ 〈fpx, ϕq〉 ` fpx, tq2 (9)

where ϕ is the phase angle with regards to to the vortex shedding period. Root-mean-square (RMS) value

of the fluctuating components is used for the validation of velocity fluctuations. The phase-averaged part130
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is obtained by averaging datasets that belong to the same phase angle. Following Lyn & Rodi [20], phase

angle of each dataset is defined using the pressure signal pptq from the centreline of cylinder top surface.

This pressure signal is then processed through a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter [25], whose

cutting frequency is equal to the vortex shedding frequency. The peaks and valleys of the filtered signal

are used to anchor every half of the vortex shedding period. 10 discrete phase angles are selected in135

every half period, resulting in 20 phases per vortex shedding cycle. Fig. 5 shows an example of the phase

angles on the filtered pressure signal. Spanwise-averaging is also applied to the dataset of the flow field

as well as on cylinder surfaces. A sketch of the 2D positions for velocity validation is shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: Definition of phase angles on filtered pressure signal. ––– filtered signal, selected phase angles.
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Figure 6: 2D probe positions of the velocity profiles.

For the validation of surface heat transfer, Igarashi [23] measures time-averaged global and local

Nusselt number on cylinder surfaces at different Reynolds numbers. An empirical correlation is proposed

by Igarashi [23] for the relation between global Nusselt number and Reynolds number,

Nug “ 0.14Re0.66 (10)

which is valid for 5000 ă Re ă 60000. As none of Igarashi’s results are at the present Reynolds number

(Re “ 22, 050), this correlation is transformed to scale the global and local Nusselt number from the
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closest Reynolds number (Re “ 18, 500) for comparison,

Nuscaled “ NuexppResim

Reexp
q
0.66

(11)

Yoo et al. [26] measure the mass transfer of flow passing a square cylinder using the naphthalene-

sublimation technique. The local Sherwood number on cylinder surfaces is used to calculate the corre-140

sponding local Nusselt number by using an analogy between heat and mass transfer: Nu “ ShpPr{Scq1{3.

The Prandtl number of the experiment is Pr “ 0.71 and the Schmidt number is Sc “ 2.53. Those data

are obtained from the correlation of Cho et al. [27] taken at the same temperature of Yoo et al.’s

experiment.

A short summary of the global quantities in the experiments mentioned above is presented in Table 2,145

where the turbulence intensity Tu is measured at the position of the cylinder in its absence. The

turbulence intensity of the experiments, especially in the heat and mass transfer cases of Igarashi [23]

and Yoo et al. [26], is at a low level (ă 1%), so free-stream turbulence is not modelled in the current

simulations.

Table 2: A summary of the global quantities in experiments.

Data source Re St Tu

Lyn & Rodi [20] 21400 0.134 2%

Lyn et al. [21] 21400 0.132 ˘ 0.004 2%

Fohanno & Martinuzzi [22] 18500 0.132 ˘ 0.003 ă 3%

Bearman & Obasaju [24] 20000 0.13 ă 0.04%

Igarashi [23] 37000 0.14 ă 0.5%

18500 N/A ă 0.5%

Yoo et al. [26] 22500 N/A ă 0.5%

4. Results and discusstions150

Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous flow field and temperature field of the 8Mkω case. The turbulent

structures are clearly illustrated by the isosurfaces of λ2 criterion [28] in Fig. 7a. Shear layers are formed

above and below the cylinder top and bottom surfaces respectively. Highly unsteady structures occur not

far downstream the front surface and stay energetic in the near and intermediate wake. Small vortices can

also be found close to the cylinder surfaces. These unsteady flow structures strongly affect the convective155

heat transfer on cylinder surfaces as Fig. 7b shows. The flow reattaches on the rear surface due to the

wake vortices generated by flow separation. Heat is brought away by the reattaching flow rapidly so

that the flow temperature near the rear surface stays low except the small recirculation region near the

top/bottom corner. Reattaching flow consists of separation from the shear layer and reverse flow from

the wake sweep on the top/bottom surfaces from downstream to upstream. However, this recirculation160

is limited inside the shear layer region. A clear boundary is formed above and underneath the top and

bottom surfaces between the high temperature reattaching flow and the low temperature free-stream.
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This results in a stall region of the high temperature flow close to the front corner. It is expected that

the heat transfer rate on the top/bottom surface reduces from downstream to upstream. A valley on the

surface heat transfer profile is expected close to the front corner of the top/bottom surface while a peak165

will appear near the rear corner. Moreover, the rear surface will have a relatively high heat transfer rate

compared to that on the top/bottom surface. On the front surface, the heat transfer rate will stay low

near the stagnation point and increase towards the corner as the flow attached to the surface accelerates

from the stagnation point to the corner.

(a) Vortices visulized by isosurfaces of λ2 and coloured by velocity u.

T: 300 302 304 306 308 310

(b) Contours of temperature near the cylinder on the central slice.

Figure 7: Visulization of the instantaneous flow field at t “ 0.0032s in the 8Mkω case.

4.1. Time-averaged results170

4.1.1. Time-averaged surface pressure coefficient

The pressure field around the cylinder is closely related to the velocity field attach to the wall.

Fig. 8 illustrates the time-averaged pressure coefficient profiles on cylinder surfaces. Profiles of all cases

match the experimental data quite well on the front surface. Discrepancies can be observed on the top,

bottom and rear surfaces between profiles of the 4MSA case and the experiments, while results of other175

cases agree well with that of the experiments. The higher pressure coefficient predicted by the 4MSA
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case reveals that the kinetic energy of the reattaching flow near the top, bottom and rear surfaces is

underpredicted. This will potentially lead to a lower convective heat transfer rate in the corresponding

regions. Slight overestimate on the top/bottom surface close to corner C and D can be found in results

of the 1Mkω case, while improved results are presented by case 4Mkω and 8Mkω. Further improvement180

is obtained especially near the corner in the 8Mkω case as a result of increased near-wall resolution and

reduced surface grid spacing near the corners.
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Figure 8: Time-averaged pressure coefficient profiles. – ¨– 1Mkω, –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, ––– 8Mkω, Igarshi [23],

Bearman & Obasaju [24].

4.1.2. Time-averaged velocity profiles

Fig. 9 shows the time-averaged and fluctuating streamwise velocity at 5 different locations above the

cylinder top surface. Profiles of all cases agree with the experimental data on both the time-averaged and185

RMS fluctuation part. The upper bound of the shear layer, where the maximum velocity is reached, has

been accurately captured by case 4MSA, 4Mkω and 8Mkω. The recovery of time-averaged velocity across

the shear layer is underestimated in the 1Mkω case, resulting in a higher position of the shear layer’s

upper bound. Improved prediction of the time-averaged velocity profiles across the shear layer near the

front corner (x{D ă ´0.25) is provided by the 8Mkω case due to increased grid resolution. A very small190

underestimate of the time-averaged velocity occurs in the reverse flow region downstream (x{D ą 0) in

all cases. For the fluctuation profiles, a much clearer peak close to the wall in the downstream region

(x{D ą 0) is illustrated by the 8Mkω case compared to case 4MSA and 4Mkω. It shows that the

reverse flow in the near-wall region is fluctuating due to the recirculation flow from the unsteady wake.

A strong peak occurs at the position of the shear layer’s upper bound and the width increases when195

moving towards downstream. This is because of the flapping movement of the shear layer in response to

the vortex shedding in the wake.
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Figure 9: Time-averaged streamwise velocity and fluctuation profiles above the cylinder. – ¨ – 1Mkω, –¨¨– 4MSA, – –

4Mkω, ––– 8Mkω, Lyn & Rodi [20].

The recovery of the time-averaged streamwise velocity and fluctuation in longitudinal direction (y “ 0)

after the cylinder reflects the influence of the wake vortex shedding to some extent. Fig. 10 illustrates the

time-averaged streamwise velocity and its RMS fluctuation of the 4 cases. Overall, profiles of case 4Mkω200

and 8Mkω are much closer to that of the experiments compared to that of case 1Mkω and 4MSA. For

the time-averaged streamwise velocity recovery, case 1Mkω and 4MSA overestimate the recovery speed

in the near-wake region (x{D P p1, 4q). The 8Mkω case shows a slightly lower recovery speed and better

agreement to experimental data compared to the 4Mkω case because of the refined grid resolution in

spite of a small underprediction of the reverse flow velocity. This reveals that the decay of the vortex205

kinetic energy in x direction in the wake is overpredicted in case 1Mkω and 4MSA compared to that

in case 4Mkω, 8Mkω and experiment. This overestimate directly leads to a reduction of the reverse

flow’s velocity in the near wake. As a result, heat transfer on the rear surface of the cylinder will be

lower and further influence on the top and bottom surfaces is also expected. For the fluctuation profiles,

the 1Mkω case underestimates the peak of the fluctuation while case 4MSA, 4Mkω and 8Mkω show210

improved prediction. The recovery in the middle and far wake region is overpredicted by the 4MSA case

compared to the 4Mkω case although a higher peak is presented. This is consistent with that observed

from the time-averaged profiles.
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Figure 10: Time-averaged streamwise velocity recovery and fluctuation in longitudinal direction at y “ 0. – ¨– 1Mkω, –¨¨

– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, ––– 8Mkω, Lyn et al. [21], Fohanno & Martinuzzi [22].

Profiles of the time-averaged streamwise velocity and its RMS fluctuation at different positions are

presented in Fig. 11. Results of case 4MSA and 4Mkω agree very well with that of the experiments215

outside the core region of vortex shedding (|y{D| ą 1.0). For the time-averaged profiles, the peak values

in the 4Mkω case are closer to that of the experiment compared to the 4MSA case. For the fluctuation

part, profiles of the 4Mkω case show slightly better agreement with the experimental profiles than that

of the 4MSA case. Profiles of time-averaged transverse velocity and its RMS fluctuation in the wake

are presented in Fig. 12. The time-averaged profiles of both cases agree well with the measurements. A220

small overestimate can be found in the fluctuation profiles of the 4MSA case, while that of the 4Mkω

case agree well with the experimental data. Slight underestimate of the fluctuation profiles’ peak values

occurs in the downstream region (x{D ą 2) in both cases. It suggests that the decay of the wake vortices’

kinetic energy in y direction is faster in the two cases compared to that of the experiments and that in

the x direction. Fig. 13 illustrates the time-averaged Reynolds stress (u1v1) in the wake. Good agreement225

is reached between the two cases and the experiment away from the cylinder (x{D ě 2). The Reynolds

stress in the core region of the vortex shedding (|x{D| ă 0.75) is overestimated in both cases at x{D “ 1

although profile of the 4Mkω case shows a small improvement. This indicates that the Reynolds stress

in both cases recovers slower in the near-wake region (x{D ă 1) and faster in the middle and far wake

compared to the experiment. This observation is consistent with the results of the wall-resolved LES by230

Boileau et al. [5].
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Figure 11: Time-averaged streamwise velocity and fluctuation profiles in the wake. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, Lyn et al.

[21], Fohanno & Martinuzzi [22].
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Figure 12: Time-averaged transverse velocity and fluctuation profiles in the wake. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, Lyn et al.

[21], Fohanno & Martinuzzi [22].
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Figure 13: Reynolds stress u1v1 in the wake. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, Lyn et al. [21].

4.1.3. Time-averaged surface convective heat transfer

The convective heat transfer on cylinder surfaces is validated by the global and local Nusselt number.

Table 3 summarises the time-averaged global Nusselt number of the present cases and three other studies.

Results of case 4Mkω and 8Mkω are much closer to that of the experiments with only about 5% error235

compared to 14% from the 4MSA case and 18% from the 1Mkω case. More detailed validation is

conducted using the time-averaged local Nusselt number profiles on cylinder surfaces as illustrated in

Fig. 14. Profiles of 4 cases agree well with experiments on the front surface AB. The Nusselt number

of the 8Mkω case on the front surface is lower than that of the 4Mkω case. This is the main reason

of the lower global Nusselt number of the 8Mkω case compared to that of the 4Mkω case although240

profile of the 8Mkω case is closer to the experimental data. On the top surface BC and bottom surface

DA, underestimate occurs in case 1Mkω, 4MSA and 4Mkω soon after the front corner B and A while

the profile of 8Mkω follows the experimental profiles closely. It is believed that the underestimate of

the reverse flow velocity in the near-wall region, although very small in the velocity profiles above the

cylinder top surface, is the main reason for the reduced surface heat transfer rate. The valley and peak245

of the heat transfer profile are more accurately captured by the 8Mkω case compared to that in the other

cases due to the reduced surface grid spacing near the corners. On the rear surface CD, local Nusselt

number of case 8Mkω and 4Mkω show good agreement with the experimental data while underestimate

occurs in results of case 1Mkω and 4MSA. This is due to the underestimate of the reverse flow’s kinetic

energy in the near-wake as indicated by the wake velocity profiles. The results close to corner C and D250

are improved slightly in the 8Mkω case compared to the 4Mkω case which is also due to the improved

local grid resolution.
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Table 3: Global Nusselt number of simulations compared to experiments.

Data source Nug Scheme

Igarashi [23] 107.6 Experiment

Yoo et al. [26] 109.4 Experiment

Boileau et al. [5] 101.6 LES wall-resolved

1Mkω 88.2 LES-SST

4MSA 92.9 LES-SA

4Mkω 102.4 LES-SST

8Mkω 101.5 LES-SST
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Figure 14: Time-averaged local Nusselt number on cylinder surfaces. – ¨ – 1Mkω, – – 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, ––– 8Mkω,

Igarshi [23], Yoo et al. [26].

4.2. Phase-averaged results

4.2.1. Phase-averaged velocity profiles

The frequency of the vortex shedding is evaluated by FFT of the pressure signal. The 1Mkω, 4MSA255

and 4Mkω cases report a Strouhal number of 0.134. This vortex shedding frequency agrees well with that

of the experiments in Table. 2. Phase-averaged velocity profiles of case 4MSA and 4Mkω are examined

for more detailed validation of how the flapping shear layer and wake vortex shedding are captured.

The streamwise velocity and the RMS fluctuation above the cylinder at selected phase angles are

plotted in Figs. 15 and 16. The minimum and maximum distance of the shear layer to the top surface260

is reached at phase angle 90˝ and 270˝, which is clearly illustrated by the velocity profiles at two phase

angles. The velocity profiles of the 4MSA case agree well with that of the experiment at phase angle 270˝.

However, the upper bound of the shear layer in the 4MSA case is higher than that of the experiment

and the 4Mkω case at phase angle 90˝. Remarkably, profiles of the 4Mkω case match well with that of

the experiment at both phase angles. It indicates that the shear layer near the top surface in the 4Mkω265

case is captured more accurately than that in the 4MSA case. The profiles of RMS fluctuation of both

cases are close to that of the experiment. However, overestimate of the peak values can be found at
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x{D “ 0.25 in the 4MSA case at phase angle 90˝. It suggests a higher unsteadiness in the shear layer

above the cylinder top surface at x{D “ 0.25 of the 4MSA case at phase angle 90˝ compared to that of

the 4Mkω case and experiment. At phase angle 270˝, profiles of both cases are close to the experiment270

despite slight discrepancies in the peak value.
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Figure 15: Phase-averaged streamwise velocity profiles above the cylinder at selected phase angles. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω,

Lyn & Rodi [20].
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Figure 16: Phase-averaged streamwise velocity fluctuation profiles above the cylinder at selected phase angles. –¨¨– 4MSA,

– – 4Mkω, Lyn & Rodi [20].

Fig. 17 presents the phase-averaged streamwise and transverse velocity at x{D “ 2 in the wake.

Profiles of both cases show a similar variation and are close to the experimental data. Results of

the streamwise velocity in the 4MSA case are a little overestimated. Meanwhile, lower values of the

streamwise velocity are obtained from the 4Mkω case and they are closer to the measurements despite275

the amplitudes are slightly underestimated. For the transverse velocity, profiles of both cases agree well

with that of the experiment outside the core region of wake vortices (y{D ě 1). The amplitudes of the

transverse velocity in the core region (y{D ď 0.5) are underestimated by the 4MSA case in spite of a

similar variation in phases. Profiles of the 4Mkω case show closer values in terms of peak and valley

though the decrease at phase angle 90˝ and increase at 270˝ are slower than that in the experiment. The280

phase-averaged 2D turbulent kinetic energy k at x{D “ 2 is illustrated in Fig. 18. Profiles of both cases

agree with the experimental data away from the core region (y{D ě 1). Inside the core region (y{D ă 1),

profiles of the 4MSA case do not match well with that of the experiment. In comparison to the 4MSA

case, the 4Mkω case provides improved profiles in the core region, in spite of small overestimates of the

peak values.285
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Figure 17: Phase-averaged velocity profiles in the wake at x{D “ 2. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, Lyn et al. [21].
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Figure 18: Phase-averaged turbulent kinetic energy profiles in the wake at x{D “ 2. –¨¨– 4MSA, – – 4Mkω, Lyn et al.

[21].

4.2.2. Phase-averaged surface convective heat transfer

Fig. 19 shows an overview of the phase-averaged local Nusselt number profiles in the 8Mkω case

at selected phase angles. It is clearly shown that the value on the top/bottom surface, especially the

downstream half, changes dramatically between phase angle 90˝ and 270˝. This variation is closely

related to the flapping movement of the shear layer. The upper bound of the shear layer moves close290

to the cylinder surface at 90˝ and the furthest distance to the surface is reached at 270˝. The reverse

flow sweeping on the top surface BC has different conditions at the two phase angles and therefore result
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in different behaviour of heat transfer rate. Similarly, large variations of the local Nusselt number can

be found on the rear surface except on the central part. This is mainly because of the large vortices

growing and shedding close to the upper and lower half of the rear surface CD respectively. This shedding295

phenomenon brings changes to the flow pattern attached to the rear surface and thus influences the heat

transfer rate on the surface. Profile on the front surface stays relatively unchanged except regions near

the two corners.
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Figure 19: Phase-averaged local Nusselt number on cylinder surfaces at phase angle 90˝ (solid line) and 270˝ (dash line)

of the 8Mkω case.

More detailed analysis is made with the phase-averaged local Nusselt number profiles at selected

positions on top and rear surfaces illustrated in Fig. 20. The location of those points are also provided.300

Visible fluctuation of the local heat transfer rate is observed at point E, G and H. Profile of point E

shows a maximum deviation of about 62% of the time-mean value from peak to valley. The difference

between peak and valley at point F is greatly reduced due to its central position. But profile of point G

shows a second high peak-to-valley variation of about 58% of the time-mean value. The rapid increase

near phase angle 180˝ is due to the movement of the shear layer. From phase angle 90˝ to 270˝, the305

upper boundary of the shear layer above the cylinder top surface moves away from a very close position.

This expansion in the region inside the shear increases the amount of low temperature air sweeping on

the top surface significantly. As a result, the convective heat transfer increases rapidly on point G during

the expansion. In addition, the growing amount of air flow near point G causes a more serious stall of

the heated flow upstream of point E because the growth of the region inside the shear layer is limited in310

the upstream location. This leads to a decrease of heat transfer rate near 180˝ at point E.
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Figure 20: Phase-averaged local Nusselt number fraction at selected positions of the 8Mkω case.

The variation of local Nusselt number on the rear surface is illustrated by point H and I. The deviation

of peak value from the valley is about 42% of the time-mean value at point H. The highest heat transfer

rate on point H occurs between phase angle 0˝ and 90˝. It is because that the formation of the vortex

close to the upper part of rear surface brings low temperature air from the free stream above the cylinder.315

After the vortex is formed and starts shedding from phase angle 90˝ to 180˝, the heat transfer rate drops

at point H and as well as at point I. From phase angle 180˝ to 270˝, the heat transfer rate at point I

increases although the amplitude is rather small. This is because that the formation of the vortex close

to the lower part of the rear surface brings low temperature air from the free stream on the bottom

side of the cylinder. In the meantime, heat transfer rate at point H stays at a low level as the air flow320

passing the point is already heated by other part of the surface below point H. From phase angle 270˝

to 360˝, development and shedding of the second vortex moves the stagnation point on the rear surface

towards point H and therefore brings low temperature air that increases the heat transfer rate at point

H. At central point I, the local heat transfer rate decreases due to the air flow passing through is already

heated by other part of the surface near the stagnation point.325

In the present unsteady case, the instantaneous surface convective heat transfer could be as much

as 30% off the time-mean value. Such a large deviation could be vital to both the aerodynamic and

thermal performances of engine components like turbine blades and combustor liners. It is important to

accurately track and predict the peaks and valleys of the fluctuating surface temperature for the purpose

of assessment and optimization and therefore reduce possible failures of such components.330

4.3. Turbulent statistics

4.3.1. Spectral analysis

The spectra of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), k, and pressure fluctuation, p1, at several locations

are presented in Figs. 21, 22, 23. Overall, the k spectra follow the Kolmogorov’s 5/3 law in the inertial
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subrange. Fig. 21 compares the spectra above the cylinder top surface from upstream to downstream.335

The power spectral density (PSD) of k stays low outside the recirculation region (x{D “ ´0.5). Details

in the high frequency part (f ą 2 ˆ 103) are missing at this position because the local flow field is

dominated by the low frequency fluctuation related to the flapping shear layer. A clear increase in the

PSD can be observed between the spectrum outside (x{D “ ´0.5) and inside the recirculation zone

(x{D ě 0). A small increase in the PSD occurs towards the wake region. It suggests that the TKE in340

the recirculation region have the highest PSD near the wake and reduces towards the upstream direction.

The p1 spectra show similar trends despite a much smaller increase in the PSD between x{D “ ´0.5 and

x{D “ 0.

Fig. 22 illustrates the spectra from near wall to outside the recirculation zone vertically at x{D “ 0.

An increase in the PSD can be found when the position moves away from the wall (from y{D “ 0.6 to345

y{D “ 0.7). Similar to x{D “ ´0.5 in Fig. 21, the PSD of k outside the recirculation zone (y{D “ 1.0)

drops significantly to a low level and only the low frequency part is active. The same applies to the

spectra of p1, though only a very small increase is found in the high frequency range (103 ă f ă 104)

between the two profiles in the near-wall region.

The spectra of k and p1 in the wake are presented in Fig. 23. The k spectrum decreases only in low350

(f ď 102) frequency range from x{D “ 1 to x{D “ 2. This is because that the TKE in large scales

(large vortices) is transported down to the small scales when moving towards downstream. The smallest

vortices then dissipate into heat. At x{D “ 4, the k spectrum drops in the whole frequency range. This

is because that the energy continues transporting from the large scale to the small scale. As a result, the

total TKE is decaying when moving downstream in the wake. This decay is also visible in the p1 spectra355

but not as clear as in that of k.

It can be concluded from the spectra of TKE that the vortices are most energetic in the near-wake

region (x{D « 1) where massive separation occurs due to the sudden expansion in the flow region after

the rear corner. This is the main reason that the PSD of k increases in all frequency range from x{D “ 0

to x{D “ 0.5 in Fig. 21a. The vortices generated in the near-wake are then convected with the flow360

either to the recirculation zone or towards downstream of the wake. Turbulence decays naturally during

the convection so the PSD of k reduces towards downstream in Fig. 23. In the recirculation region,

turbulence is limited by the wall and thus lower PSD of k is observed at y{D “ 0.6 compared to that

at y{D “ 0.7 in Fig. 22a. At locations outside the recirculation zone, the flow is dominated by the low

frequency shear layer movement as the profiles in Figs. 21a and 22a illustrate.365

Several peaks are shown in the spectra of k and p1. A strong peak in the p1 spectra above the cylinder

occurs at the vortex shedding frequency fsh “ 505 Hz corresponding to a Strouhal number of St “ 0.134

in Figs. 21 and 22. Higher modes of the shedding frequency fsh exist in the spectra but their energy

is much lower than that at fsh. However, the PSD of the higher modes in the wake region is increased

to the same level of that at fsh due to the quasi-symmetric nature of the shedding phenomenon. This370

makes it more difficult to distinguish the major frequency from higher modes in the wake region. In

the k spectra, the PSD of the higher modes is comparable to that at fsh in regions above the cylinder

and in the wake. Therefore, the velocity signals are not suitable for the identification of vortex shedding
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periods due to disturbances from higher frequency modes. It reveals the advantage of using the pressure

signal on cylinder top surface in shedding phase identification is that this signal is not affected by the375

higher frequency modes.
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Figure 21: Spectra of k and p1 above the cylinder at y{D “ 0.7. red x{D “ ´0.5, blue x{D “ 0, green x{D “ 0.5.
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Figure 22: Spectra of k and p1 above the cylinder at x{D “ 0. red y{D “ 0.6, blue y{D “ 0.7, green y{D “ 1.0.
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Figure 23: Spectra of k and p1 in the wake at y{D “ 0.5. red x{D “ 1, blue x{D “ 2, green x{D “ 4.
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4.3.2. Anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor

The state of the turbulence can be characterised by the anisotropy invariants that derived from the

Reynolds stress tensor. This technique is first proposed by Lumley [29] in the study of return to isotropy

of homogeneous turbulence using the normalised anisotropy tensor bij ,

bij “
〈

u2
i u

2
j

〉

2 〈k〉
´ 1

3
δij (12)

in which k is the turbulent kinetic energy, “〈〉” denotes the averaging process and u2
i is the fluctuating

velocity components. This tensor has a zero trace (bii “ 0) and therefore it has only two independent

invariants. In the present study, the two independent invariants are defined as,

ξ2 “ 1

6
bijbji η3 “ 1

6
bijbjkbki (13)

so that the left and right boundaries of the anisotropy invariant map (AIM) are two straight lines. The

anisotropic state of the Reynolds stress tensor can be represented graphically in the AIM, often named

as the Lumley triangle or the turbulence triangle. It has been demonstrated that all possible states of380

turbulence can be found within the Lumley triangle [29]. The 2D isotropic state of the turbulence, where

the Reynolds stress vanishes in one direction and the other two being equal, is the top left corner of the

Lumley triangle (η “ ´ξ “ 1{6). The 1D turbulence, where only one direction of the Reynolds stress

is none zero, locates at the top right corner (η “ ξ “ 1{3). The origin of the coordinates (η “ ξ “ 0)

represents the 3D isotropic state. The straight line connecting the 3D isotropic state and 2D isotropic385

state is the negative axisymmetric line (η “ ´ξ), where the Reynolds stress is equal in two directions

and greater than the third one. The straight line connecting 3D isotropic state and 1D turbulence is

the positive axisymmetric line (η “ ξ), where the Reynolds stress is equal in two directions but smaller

than the third one. The curved line on top of the Lumley triangle between the 2D isotropic state and

1D turbulence corresponds to the 2D state of the turbulence and is referred to as two-component line in390

the following analysis. An example of the Lumley triangle and possible states of turbulence is presented

in Fig. 24.
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Figure 24: The Lumley triangle and possible states of turbulence in invariant coordiantes.

The anisotropy invariants at selected positions above the cylinder top surface and in the wake region

are examined and discussed. Figs. 25 and 26 illustrate the phase-averaged flow field and anisotropic
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state at selected points above the cylinder at phase angle 90˝ and 270˝ respectively. The invariants fall395

on the two-component line in the viscous sublayer (AB) at both phase angles. This is because that the

production of turbulence normal to the wall is restricted by the effect of wall and thus the turbulence

here is almost 2D. The invariants move slightly away from the two-component line as y` is increasing

and it is better shown in the AIM at phase angle 270˝ because of the thicker boundary layer.
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Figure 25: Phase-averaged flow field at phase angle 90˝ coloured by 〈u2u2〉 (left) and the anisotropic invariant map (right)

above the cylinder.
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Figure 26: Phase-averaged flow field at phase angle 270˝ coloured by 〈u2u2〉 (left) and the anisotropic invariant map (right)

above the cylinder.

In the region between BC, the invariants reflect the state of the turbulence of the reattaching flow.400

The influence from the shear layer position is clearly seen at phase angle 90˝ as the invariants move off

the two-component line but doesn’t fall on the positive axisymmetric line as at phase angle 270˝. In

this region, the Reynolds stress is very small in y direction due to the restriction of wall and is relatively

large in the x and z direction. A few points at phase angle 270˝ fall on the positive axisymmetric line.

This is because that the shear layer is away from the wall at phase angle 270˝ and a small extension of405

the boundary layer region occurs. This distribution of invariants is similar to that in the boundary layer

of a typical channel flow where the Reynolds stress in x and y directions is close to each other and much

smaller than that in z direction.
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In the region between CD, the invariants of the two phase angles locate close to the left and right

boundary respectively. At phase angle 90˝, the Reynolds stress in y direction is very small compared to410

the other two directions due to the compression of shear layer. Thus, the invariants fall in the left part

near the negative axisymmetric line. At phase angle 270˝, the Reynolds stress in y direction is greater

than that at phase angle 90˝ and it is comparable to the x component. As a result, the invariants are

located close to the positive axisymmetric line. Similar distribution is observed by Choi & Lumley [30] in

axisymmetric contraction and expansion flows. They state that the energy ellipsoid of the homogeneous415

turbulence after the axisymmetric contraction has a pancake shape and that after axisymmetric expansion

has a cigar shape. The position of the invariants falls on the negative axisymmetric line in the contraction

flow and on positive axisymmetric line in the expansion flow.

In the region across the shear layer (between DE), the Reynolds stress in the x direction is much

larger than that in the other two directions. At phase angle 90˝, the Reynolds stress in y direction is only420

about 5% of the x component while the z component is at a moderate level. Therefore the invariants

locate very close to the two-component line. At phase angle 270˝, the y component is comparable to the

z component because the position is far from the wall while the x component is much greater than the

other two. This makes the invariants locate close to the positive axisymmetric line except the point D

and E. It is worth noting that at point E in phase angle 90˝, the y component nearly equals to the z425

component and the x component is greatly reduced compared to that in the centre of the shear layer.

Thus the invariants of point E locate very close to the 3D isotropy state.

The state of turbulent above the cylinder top surface in the recirculation region is mainly influenced

by the wall restriction and shear layer position. Similarities can be found inside the near-wall boundary

layer. Opposite states of local turbulence occur in region CD where probes locate across the centre430

of the vortex. This reflects the effect of shear layer and its position on the state of the turbulence

inside the recirculation region. In regions across the shear layer, state of local turbulence is slightly

different between the two phase angles although the x components of the Reynolds stress dominates.

This difference is also caused by the position of the shear layer which further affects the y component of

the Reynolds stress.435
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Figure 27: Phase-averaged flow field at phase angle 90˝ coloured by 〈v2v2〉 (left) and the anisotropic invariant map (right)

in the wake.
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Figure 28: Phase-averaged flow field at phase angle 90˝ coloured by 〈v2v2〉 (left) and the anisotropic invariant map (right)

in the wake.

Figs. 27 and 28 present the phase-averaged flow field and anisotropic state at selected points in the

wake of phase angle 90˝ and 270˝. In the near-wall region (AB), the Reynolds stress is limited in the

direction normal to the wall and invariants of both phase angles locate on the two-component line. The

invariants move away from the two-component line as the position moves outside the viscous sublayer.

At phase angle 90˝, the Reynolds stress in y direction is close to that in z direction and is 10 times greater440

than the x component. This results in the location of invariants very close to the 2D isotropic state. At

phase angle 270˝, the x component of the Reynolds stress is greater than that at phase angle 90˝ and

the y component is greater than the other two. As a result, the invariants fall in the positive half of the

Lumley triangle. In the region between BC, the x component is increasing when moving away from the

wall. Therefore, the invariants of both phase angles are moving towards the positive axisymmetric line.445

In the region between CD, the Reynolds stress in y direction is slightly larger than the other two

and the x component keeps growing. This results in the invariants moving down the map towards the

isotropic state. However, the Reynolds stress in x direction becomes greater than that in z direction and

close to the y component. A jump to the left part of the map is therefore observed in the AIM at point

D.450

In the region between DE, both the x and y components are growing but the y component is growing

faster than the x component. This is because that the position is moving towards vortex centre at phase

angle 90˝. It induces a smooth transition of the invariants from the left to the right part in the Lumley

triangle. The situation is slightly different at phase angle 270˝ as the probe is moving downstream in

the separating/reattaching flow. This is probably the reason of a sudden jump from the left to the right455

part in the Lumley triangle and the region is much smaller than that at phase angle 90˝.

Between point E and F, the y component dominates the Reynolds stress and the invariants locate

close to the positive axisymmetric boundary. The x component of the Reynolds stress increases after the

centre of the vortex at phase angle 90˝. At phase angle 270˝, the position continues moving downstream

towards the second vortex. This results in point F being located in the left part of the Lumley triangle.460

Afterwards, it is moving towards the second vortex at both phase angles and the x component is reducing.

The points after point F locate close to the positive axisymmetric line.
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The state of the turbulence in the near-wake region is different between phase angle 90˝ and 270˝

owing to the different flow pattern. At phase angle 90˝, probes locate across the vortex formed near

the upper half of the rear surface. The x component of the Reynolds stress is limited both by the wall465

and the vortex before point E and invariants concentrate on the left half of the Lumley triangle. The

x component increases considerably after point E and invariants group on the right half of the Lumley

triangle. At phase angle 270˝, the vortex forms near the lower half of the rear surface. The probes before

point E represents the state of the turbulence of the reattaching flow and those after point E illustrates

the state of the turbulence affected by separation.470

A conclusion can be drawn from the previous analysis that the local state of the turbulence in the

near-wake region is influenced not only by the restriction of the wall, but also affected by the vortex

shedding and separation/reattachment. The boundary layer attached to the rear surface is relatively

thin compared to that of the flow near the cylinder top surface. Different distributions of invariants are

shown between the region across the vortex (phase angle 90˝) and the region with reattachment and475

separation (phase angle 270˝).

4.4. Phase indentification by proper orthogonal decomposition

POD has been a popular tool in the analysis of coherent structures in unsteady flows since it being

introduced first by Lumley [31] in the study of turbulence. However, it is difficult for the traditional

POD method to deal with large datasets obtained from experiment or simulation. In order to reduce480

the amount of calculation required by POD, Sirovich [32] proposed a “snapshot POD method” and it

has been widely used in recent studies [33, 34]. Oudheusden et al. [35] investigate the phase-averaged

flow field in the wake of a 2D square cylinder at incidence. The 2D snapshot POD analysis is applied

to velocity data obtained by means of particle image velocimetry (PIV). The phase of each individual

dataset is determined from the first pair of POD modes. It is found that the reconstructed flow field485

from the mean flow and first pair of POD modes compares well with the conventional phase-averaged

flow field. Perrin et al. [36] have studied the flow passing a circular cylinder at high Reynolds number.

The fluctuating velocity field reconstructed from the POD modes is analysed and it is discovered that

the first 2 modes are the best in determining the phase of the vortex shedding. A phase jitter occurs

between the pressure signal and velocity signal. This results in an overestimate of the random part of490

the motion by using the conventional pressure-signal method. This effect is alleviated by the use of POD

modes in phase identification.
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Figure 29: Eigenvalue fractions of the first 20 POD modes of the 2 cases.
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Figure 30: Instantaneous flow field coloured by pressure at t “ 0.0159s reconstructed by the first N POD modes of the

4Mkω case.

2D snapshot POD analysis is applied to 5,500 snapshots of the velocity field obtained from case 4MSA

and 4Mkω. Fig. 29 presents the eigenvalue fraction of the first 20 POD modes in both cases. Similar to

Oudheusden et al. [35] and Perrin et al.[36], the first 2 POD modes occupy a total of 70% and 60% of

the total turbulent kinetic energy respectively. Fig. 30 shows the reconstructed instantaneous flow field

and pressure contours from different POD modes in the 4Mkω case. The first 2 modes have captured

the major vortices in the wake region. More accurate prediction of the second vortex in the wake that

sheds from the cylinder is achieved by the 10-mode and 20-mode reconstructions. In the present study,
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the first 2 POD modes are sufficient for the identification of the phase angle of each snapshot following,

upx, tq “ 〈upx, ϕq〉 ` u2px, tq

〈upx, ϕq〉 “ upxq ` c1pϕq ¨ φ1pxq ` c2pϕq ¨ φ2pxq

u2px, tq “
Nÿ

i“3

cipϕq ¨ φipxq (14)

c1pnq?
2λ1

“ rn sinpϕnq c2pnq?
2λ2

“ rn cospϕnq rn
2 “ c1pnq2

2λ1

` c2pnq2
2λ2

(15)

where ϕ is the vortex shedding phase angle, n is the index of snapshots, i is the index of POD modes

and λi is the eigenvalue of the corresponding POD mode.

The representation of the orthogonal components of the first 2 modes is verified by the cross plot of

the normalised coefficients as Fig. 31 shows. The ideal circumstance is given by a circle in the normalized

pc1, c2q plane, while the scatter of the data points is an indication of the unsteady vortex shedding cycles.

The phase angle of each snapshot n is calculated from,

tanpϕnq “ c1pnq
?
2λ2

c2pnq
?
2λ1

(16)

After the phase angle of each snapshot is identified, the ensemble dataset can be averaged according to495

the phase angles of the vortex shedding period. This phase-averaging process is named as POD based

phase identification method (“POD based method”) in comparison to the conventional pressure-signal

based phase identification method (“pressure based method”).
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Figure 31: Coefficient correlation of the snapshots from the 2 cases.

Validation of the POD based method is done by comparing the phase-averaged velocities to that of

the pressure based method and experiment. Profiles of the 4MSA case are presented in Fig. 32. Results500

of the POD based method are closer to the experimental data compared to the pressure based method.

The greater fluctuation of velocity in phases shows that the POD based method is more accurate in

capturing the shedding of vortices in the wake. Meanwhile, the pressure based method underpredicts the

velocity variation in phases in the wake region especially in the core region (y{D ď 1.0). Results of the
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two methods in the 4Mkω case are presented in Fig. 33. It shows that the POD based method captures505

the vortex movement in the wake better than the pressure based method in the core region (y{D ď 1.0)

despite slight overestimate of the valley of streamwise velocity when ϕ ď 90˝. The base line value of the

phase-averaged streamwise velocity of the POD based method away from the core region (y{D ě 1.5) is

slightly overestimated.

The reason that the improvement of POD based results of the 4Mkω case are not as good as that510

of the 4MSA case is probably due to the less energy contained in the first 2 POD modes. As a result,

the identification of phase angles that associated with the coherent structures in the 4Mkω case is not

as clear as that in the 4MSA case. It can be concluded that the quality of POD, especially how well

the first 2 modes have identified the major vortices, is directly linked with how well the phase-averaged

results could be in the POD based method.515
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Figure 32: Phase identification by POD: phase-averaged velocity profiles in the wake at x{D “ 2 of 4MSA. –¨¨– pressure

based method, ––– POD based method, Lyn et al. [21].
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Figure 33: Phase identification by POD: phave-varying velocity profiles in the wake at x{D “ 2 of 4Mkω. – – pressure

based method, ––– POD based method, Lyn et al. [21].

5. Conclusions

A hybrid LES-RANS approach is successfully applied to the unsteady heat transfer study of a heated

square cylinder in cross flow. Both the LES-SA and LES-SST approaches have captured the time-

averaged flow field based on a modest 4-million-cell grid. The LES-SST approach shows clear advantages

over the LES-SA approach in predicting the surface heat transfer, especially on the rear surface of the520

cylinder, owing to the better resolved near-wake vortices. Grid convergence study demonstrates that

more accurate predictions can be obtained on surface heat transfer with increased grid resolution in key

regions on cylinder surfaces and in the near-wake.

Phase-averaging based on the pressure-signal on cylinder top surface reveals time varying behaviours

of the flow field. Velocity profiles of the LES-SST approach agree better with the measured data compared525

to that of the LES-SA approach. The variation of local surface heat transfer against vortex shedding

phases is illustrated for all surfaces and selected local positions. It is found that a maximum variation of

30% of the time-mean value occurs locally on the cylinder surfaces. This demonstrates the importance

to have accurate prediction of the time- or phase-varying surface temperature in highly unsteady flows.

The analysis of turbulent statistics shows some insights into the unsteady flow field. The spectra of530

k and p1 suggest that the energy mainly comes from the flapping shear layer and vortex shedding. This

energy is then fed into recirculating flows above and below the cylinder and vortices in the wake. The

main vortex shedding frequency can be captured from the p1 spectra on top of the cylinder. However,

it mixes with higher frequency modes in the k and p1 spectra in the wake. This shows the effectiveness

of using the p1 signal from the cylinder top surface for shedding phase determination in a conventional535

pressure method.
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The state of the turbulence in regions above the cylinder top surface and in the near wake is studied

using the anisotropy invariants of the Reynolds stress tensor. It can be concluded that the state of the

turbulence above the cylinder is governed by the restriction of the wall and the flapping shear layer.

However, contributions to the state in the near-wake consists of not only the restriction of the wall, but540

also strong effects from shedding vortices and the separation/reattachment. The complex interaction

makes the state of the turbulence vary significantly across different near-wake regions and phase angles.

The identification of shedding phase angles directly from the velocity field in the wake using POD is

shown to be promising. The phase angle of each snapshot is defined based on the first 2 modes of the

POD, which occupies 60 „ 70% of the total TKE. Better phase-averaged velocity profiles in the wake545

are obtained compared to the conventional pressure-signal method. It is found that the quality of POD,

especially that of the first 2 modes, has a strong influence on phase-averaged velocities.
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Nomenclature

∆t time step

∆ filter (grid) width (“ maxp∆x,∆y,∆zq)

δij Kronecer delta

κ thermal conductivity

κT turbulent conductivity

λprism growth rate of the prism layers

F flux vector

Finv inviscid flux vector

Fvis viscous flux vector

Q conservative vector

µ molecular viscosity

µT turbulent eddy viscosity

µT turbulent viscosity

ν kinematic viscosity

ω specific dissipation rate

ρ fluid density

τij stress tensor

ϕ phase angle of the vortex shedding

rν kinematic eddy viscosity

rd modified wall distance

CDES DES model constant

Cp pressure coefficient

cp specific heat

D cylinder diameter

d distance to the nearest wall

dc RANS cut-off distance

E total energy

e internal energy

k turbulent kinetic energy

M Mach number

Ncell total cell number

Nprism total prism layer

Nu Nusselt number

p static pressure of the fluid

Pr Prandtl number

qi Cartesian components of heat flux q

R gas constant

Re Reynolds number

Sij strain-rate tensor

Sc Schmidt number

Sh Sherwood number

St Strouhal number

T temperature

t physical time

t˚ convective time

Ttotal total physical time

Tu turbulence intensity

ui Cartesian components of velocity U

xi Cartesian coordinates

y` dimensionless wall distance

Subscripts

8 inflow condition

exp experimental value

g global-averaged value

L{R immediate left/right of the common face

rms Root-mean-square value of the fluctuating

part

sim simulation value

T turbulent value

Other Symbols

〈〉 phase-averaged quantity

pq time-averaged quantity

rpq Favre-filtered quantity

2 fluctuating part from phase-averaged value

1 fluctuating part from time-averaged value
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